We consider circular block designs for field-trials when there are two-sided spatial interference between neighbouring plots of the same blocks. The parameter of interest is total effects, that is the sum of direct effect of treatment and neighbour effects, which correspond to the use of a single treatment in the whole field. We determine universally optimal approximate designs. When the number of blocks may be large, we propose efficient exact designs generated by a single sequence of treatment. We also give efficiency factors of the usual binary block neighbour balanced designs which can be used when the number of blocks is small.
Introduction
In agricultural experiments, the response on a given plot is often affected by the treatments applied to the neighbouring plots (see e.g. Besag and Kempton, 1986) . For a variety of models with two sided neighbour effects, optimal or efficient neighbour designs are available for the estimation of direct or neighbour effects separately. Most often, when the number of plots per blocks is not greater than the number of treatment, these designs are binary blocks designs. For example, Druilhet (1999) shows that circular designs neighbour-balanced at distance 1 and 2 (CNBD2) are universally optimal for the estimation of direct treatment effects among all binary blocks designs and when the number of blocks is small, that some of them are universally optimal over all possible designs. Kunert (2001) and Filipiak and Markiewicz (2005) propose efficiency factors for CNDB2s. Kunert and Martin (2000) obtain optimal or efficient designs for designs without guard plots when the number of blocks is large.
In a field experiment, one of the aim is to select a single treatment or variety which will be used on larger spatial areas than those used for individual treatments in the experiment: for example, a single variety of wheat to be grown in whole fields. When the chosen treatment is in use, its only neighbour will be itself: thus the effect of most importance is the sum of the direct effect of the treatment and the neighbour effects of the same treatment, called total effects (see e.g. McGilchrist and Trenbath, 1971 , Kempton, 1985 , Besag and Kempton, 1986 . For such effect and for a model with one-sided neighbour effects or carry-over effects in the context of repeated measurement designs, Bailey and Druilhet (2004) obtain optimal designs generated by only one sequence by using an upper bound of the information matrix. Then, they deduce efficiency factors for non-optimal designs such as binary neighbour balanced designs that are used in practice. For a model with two-sided neighbour effects, they use the same kind of upper bound of the information matrix which is in fact too rough to obtain optimal designs or sharp efficiency factors. In this paper, we construct optimal designs in the context of approximate designs introduced by Kushner (1997) and adapted to total effects by Druilhet and Tinsson (2009) . We also obtain the sharpest lower bound of efficiency factor for non-optimal designs. For example, we show that CNBD2 are efficient for the estimation of total effects especially when the number of plots per blocks is not too large. We also propose efficient non-binary block designs generated by a single optimal sequence which usually require a large number of blocks.
The designs and the model
We consider designs with b blocks divided in k plots per blocks. To avoid edge effects, a guard plot is added at each end of the blocks. Let t be the number of treatments. For 1 ≤ i ≤ b and 1 ≤ j ≤ k, denote by d (i, j) the treatment assigned to block i in plot j. We assume the parsimonious additive model for the response y ij :
where β i is the effect of the block i, τ d(i,j) is the effect of the treatment d (i, j), λ d(i,j−1) and ρ d(i,j+1) are respectively the left and right neighbor effects, ε ij are independent identically distributed errors with expectation 0 and variance σ 2 . In vector notation, the model can be written:
where Y is the vector of the n = bk responses, ε is the vector of the errors, β, τ, λ and ρ correspond to, respectively, the vector of blocks effects, direct effects, left neighbor effects and right neighbor effects. The incidence matrices associated to these effects are respectively given by B, T d , L d and R d when the design d is used. Note that B = I b ⊗ I k , where I b is the identity matrix of order b, the symbol ⊗ denotes Kronecker product and I k is the k-dimensional vector of ones. We assume that E(ε) = 0 and Var (ε) = σ 2 I bk . We denote the vector φ of total effects by φ = τ + λ + ρ which corresponds to the situation when only one selected treatment is used (its neighbors are then itself). Denote θ = (τ , λ , ρ ) and K = (I t |I t |I t ), then:
We consider in this paper only circular designs, i.e. designs such that the treatment applied to a guard plot is the same treatment which is applied at the opposite end of the block. So, we have d(i, 0) = d(i, k) and d(i, k + 1) = d(i, 1), where d(i, 0) and d(i, k + 1) are the treatments applied to the left and right guard plots of block i. It is worth noting that all the techniques proposed in his paper to derive optimal approximate designs can be easily adapted to designs without guard plots or models with more general intrablock covariance structure of the errors.
Information matrices

Information matrix for θ
Denote ω B = B (B B) −1 B the projection matrix onto the column span of B and ω ⊥ B = I n − ω B . The information matrix C [θ] of the vector θ is given by (see e.g. Kunert, 1983) :
By circularity of the design,
Since Kunert, 2001 ). We also have ω ⊥
We denote by T du , L du and R du the incidence matrices restricted to block u.
Information matrix for total effects φ
The information matrix for the parameter of interest φ may be obtained from C[θ] by the extremal representation (see Gaffke, 1987 or Pukelsheim, 1993 :
where the minimum is taken relative to the Loewner ordering. The minimum exists and is unique for a given design d and a given effect K. Denote by L * a 3t × t matrix that minimizes L C d [θ] L under the constraint L K = I t .
Then:
Pukelsheim (1993) proposed general methods to obtain L * but they are not easily tractable for our purpose. In the following, we will see that optimal designs are symmetric designs: a design d is said to be symmetric if all the blocks C dij are completely symmetric, i.e. C dij = a ij I t +b ij J t for some scalars a ij and b ij . In that case, Druilhet and Tinsson (2009, Corollary 1) show that L * has the simple form L * = (a * 1 I t |a * 2 I t |a * 3 I t |) for some scalars a * 1 , a * 2 and a * 3 . In order to satisfy the constraint L K = I t with K = I 3 ⊗ I t the matrix L * is then given by
for some scalars x and y.
Linearization of the problem
Since there exists a unique global minimum in (1), L * minimizes L C d [θ] L if and only if L * minimizes tr (L C d [θ] L) , both minimizations under the constraint L K = I t . Therefore, we denote:
From (2), we obtain for every symmetric design:
In order to evaluate the coefficients c dij we can decompose them using the contribution c (u) dij of each block u. For example when i = j = 1, we have:
Simplifications of these forms give:
with:
denoting by n ui the number of plots where block u receives treatment i, by m ui the number of times treatment i is on the left side of itself for block u and by p ui the number of plots having treatment i on the left side and the right side for block u.
Denoting also δ
d23 we obtain finally the following decomposition over the blocks:
where:
Two sequences of treatments in two blocks u 1 and u 2 are said to be equivalent if (n u 1 , m u 1 , p u 1 ) = (n u 2 , m u 2 , p u 2 ) , which is the case if one sequence is obtained from the other one by relabelling the treatments. By circularity of the design, it is also the case if one sequence may be obtained from the other one by a circular permutation of the plots. Therefore, for given k and t, we can divide the set of all possible treatment sequences into L equivalence classes of treatments. Since n u , m u and p u are the same for any u in a given equivalence class, say , we change the notation and write n , m and p instead. For a design d we denote by π d the proportion of blocks assigned to the class . By abuse of notation refers to an equivalence class as well as its index, i.e. we can write 1 ≤ ≤ L and put:
When d is an exact design the proportions π d are necessarily multiple of 1/b. If we remove this restriction we obtain an approximate design (sometimes called continuous block design).
Optimal designs
Consider the set Ω c t,b,k of all circular designs with t treatments, b blocks and k plots. Our goal is now to obtain universally optimal designs. We know from Kiefer (1975) that a design d * for which the information matrix C d * [φ] is completely symmetric and that maximizes the trace of C d [φ] over all the designs d in Ω c t,b,k is universally optimal for the estimation of φ. Thus, in order to obtain an approximate optimal design d * we have to find values x * and y * and proportions π * = (π d * 1 , ..., π d * L ) such that C d * [φ] is completely symmetric and:
The following result (see Druilhet and Tinsson, 2009 ) shows that optimal designs may be seek among symmetric designs. Proposition 1. For any circular design d, the information matrix for total effects φ = K θ satisfies:
and equality holds if the blocks C dij of C d [θ] are completely symmetric. In that case C d [φ] is also a completely symmetric matrix.
The minimization of q d (x, y) may be reduce to the minimization of a one variable quadratic function using the following proposition: Proposition 2. The value q d (x * , y * ) is a minimum of the function q d (x, y) = tr (L * C d [θ] L * ) if and only if the two partial derivatives are equal to zero. Then we necessarily have:
x * = y * .
Proof. The first part of the proposition is due to the convexity of the function (see Lemma 3 in Druilhet and Tinsson, 2009). Using the form:
we obtain:
so the values x * and y * such that these two derivatives are zero are given by:
Therefore, (3) can be simplified to:
The following proposition is an adaptation of Proposition 4 of Kunert and Martin (2000). Proposition 3. Consider a symmetric design d * ∈ Ω c t,b,k and a point x * such that the first derivative of q d * is equal to zero. If we have:
then d * is universally optimal over Ω c t,b,k .
Proof. The design d * is symmetric so, from Proposition 1, the information matrix C d * [φ] is completely symmetric. Denote q * d the minimum of the function q d . For every design d ∈ Ω c t,b,k it is clear that q * d ≤ q d (x * ) and:
We know from Proposition 2 that q d * (x * ) = q * d * and so we have proved that d * maximizes the trace of the information matrix over Ω c t,b,k . Now, for a given values of t and k, an optimal designs for this onedimensional problem may be obtained using one class or a mixture of two different classes (see Kushner, 1997 ) and one of the following methods: Method 1 : to prove that the optimal design d * is generated by one treatment sequence 1 (i.e. q d * (x) = bh 1 (x)):
1) find x * that minimize h 1 and then the minimum q * d * of q d * , 2) check that for 1 ≤ ≤ L , bh (x * ) ≤ q * d * . Method 2 : to prove that the optimal design d * is generated by two treatment sequences 1 and 2 (i.e. q d * (x) = b (π d * 1 h 1 (x) + π d * 2 h 2 (x))):
1) find an admissible intersection point x * according to the definition of Kusher (1997), that is:
2) find the optimal proportions π * d * 1 and π * d * 2 such that (dq d * /dx) (x * ) = 0. So, denoting a i = (dh i /dx) (x * ) for i = 1, 2 we obtain:
Remark: A sequence is called degenerate when h (x) is the null function for every x, that is when (n , m , p ) = (k 2 , k, k) or equivalently when the sequence contains only a single treatment. It is easy to see that such sequence cannot appear in optimal designs and therefore will not be considered. Note that, if q d (x * ) = 0, then design d is called degenerate. In that case, total effects are not estimable.
Optimal and efficient designs
Optimal approximate designs
We give optimal designs in the sense of approximate design theory for several values of k and t.
1) The case k = 3. An optimal design can be generated by one or two sequences in the following set of non-degenerate sequences (for t ≥ 3):
The minimum of the functions h (for = 1, 2), obtained for x * = 1/3, is equal to zero. Then it is impossible in that case to estimate the total effects (the size of the sequences is too small).
2) The case k = 4. An optimal design can be generated by one or two sequences in the following set of non-degenerate sequences (for t ≥ 4): The minimum of the function h 1 is obtained for x * = 1/3 and it is equal to q * d * = bh 1 (x * ) = b/3. Then it is easy to check that:
So an optimal design is generated by the the sequence [ 1 2 3 4 ] .
3) The case k = 5 is developed in details in the Appendix. When k is large, it is a tedious task to obtain explicit results, so optimal designs are obtained numerically. For k ≥ 5, the following table gives the optimal designs. They are always generated by two treatment sequences and the optimal proportions are given in the second column. When the number t of possible treatments is lower than the maximum number of treatments that appear in optimal sequences found above, we may use the same procedure described in Section 5 to obtain optimal designs but we consider only sequences having at most t different treatments. For example,when t = 3 and k = 8, the optimal approximate design is generated by [11122233] and [11123232] with proportions 0.8571 and 0.1429.
Efficient designs
For a design d, we consider the classical Φ p criteria (see e.g. Shah and Sinha, 1989) defined by:
For p = 0, p = 1 and p = +∞, the Φ p criteria are equivalent respectively to the well known D-, A-and E-criteria. The efficiency factor associated to a design d and a criterion Φ p is defined by
where d * is an optimal approximate design having the same size as d. When d is also symmetric in the sense defined in section 3.2, Φ p (C d [φ]) and eff p (d) do not depend on p (see e.g. Druilhet, 2004 ) and therefore
The following table gives efficiency factors of CNBD2s in Ω c t,b,k for several values of k. Since a CNBD2 is a binary design, t ≥ k. These designs are symmetric designs with all the treatment sequences in the same equivalence class = [1, 2, ..., k]. The trace of their information matrices are equal to b(k − 3)/3 (see Bailey and Druilhet, 2004 Table 3 ) were quite lower than these obtained here since they used a cruder bound. We can see that CNBD2 are not very efficient when k is large. In order to construct designs with reasonable number of blocks, we seek the most efficient symmetric design in d ∈ Ω c t,b,k generated by a single sequence, i.e. whose sequences belong to a single equivalence class, say . When the number t of treatments is greater or equal to the maximum number of treatments that appear in optimal sequences, then the efficiency factor of such a design is:
For several values of k, the following table gives the equivalence classes that maximize the efficiency factors of the corresponding designs. From a given equivalence class, a symmetric design may be obtained by considering all the treatment permutations. It can be obtained with t!/(t − v)! blocks, where v is the minimum number of different treatments necessary to construct an optimal design. When t < v, the optimal designs are obtained by procedure described in Section 5 but only with the sequences having at most t treatments. Then the efficiency factors are obtained from optimal approximate designs that include this restriction as seen in Section 6.1, last paragraph. For example, for k = 5, the optimal approximate design needs v = 5 treatments since it contains the sequence [1 2 3 4 5]. If we have only 4 treatments, then we find that the optimal approximate design is generated by only one optimal sequence which is [1 1 2 3 4] . With b = 4! blocks, the universally optimal design is therefore the exact design generated by this sequence: where the rows correspond to the plots and the columns to the blocks. The guard plots have been omitted.
